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Welcome
Every day the temperature gauge reads well into

the 30's. We are hand feeding every animal on

the place. Weirdly, its beginning to feel a little like

a beer ad from the 1970's - we shade our eyes

from the glare of the sun and peruse the horizon

with nary the cloud to be seen. The upside

clearly being that we do have a "hard earned

thirst" which warrants washing the dust away

with a cold one. The certainty (apart from death

and taxes of course) is that it will rain again, it

would just help if we knew when! 

On a much more positive note (OMG did I just

fall down the rabbit hole of "whinging farmer"?)

 the lambs are looking amazing at the moment.

We've crutched the heavy weights and shorn the

younger and lighter ones.   

We've also just finished our main shearing, done

the scanning and have dipping and lambing

sneaking up on us in the very near future.  

I have also been doing my safe food handling

course through TAFE in the lead up to

LollaProducer in June.  We were delighted to be

one of the 10 red meat producers invited to

participate in this incredible food event.  The

brain child of Alexandra Olssen (of the blocks

and salt fame) and John Susman of Fishtales its

a food show like no other where 60 producers

showcase their products to Industry

heavyweights and influencers. 

Fiona Aveyard
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Summer Recipes

At Outback Lamb we do love to keep things real

and to be as authentic as we can. We do that by

sharing stories of who we are and what we do on

the farm, why we do it and what our philosophies

are. With our food, it's the same. 

 Today’s offering is homemade Outback Lamb

pizza and it can be made totally from scratch like

this one, or else you can simply utilise last night’s

roast left overs and whip out the bought pizza

bases - or Lebanese flat bread for a quick cheat. 

 I had no rocket leaves so went with baby beet

leaves from the last of the beetroots in the

garden instead. It all came together quite

beautifully. A word to the wise – go easy on the

sriracha sauce if anyone is adverse to their pizza

having a spicy kicker! 

OUTBACK LAMB BURGERS 

SERVED IN PITA POCKETS w MINT PESTO 

OUTBACK LAMB SAN CHOY BAU 

DELICIOUS SUMMER FUN! 

OUTBACK LAMB TACOS  

WITH LETTUCE FOR THE TACO SHELL 

OUTBACK LAMB ROAST  

SERVED w WARM VEGETABLE SALAD 

"Hands down the best lamb I have tasted..".. 

- Pen

All recipes can be found at  

outbacklamb.com.au/blog
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Outback Lamb

Hand feeding pregnant stock is somewhat akin to

putting water on your garden versus rain falling. It

does an OK job but the garden doesn't thrive like

it does once it gets a decent fall of rain. Our

sheep are the same, they're doing OK, they're

being fed sufficient grain and hay, but its just not

the same as some green grass in the belly

followed by a good lie down in the shade. 

Animal Nutrition is actually a pretty exact science.

Like people, we know the energy requirements of

livestock and how this varies from species to

species, as well as between the sexes and their

pregnancy status.  We can feed for their

requirements but health and well being is a total

package. 

 Its the reason why we know that animals born

and raised on grass and pasture are a superior

option to their intensively fed counterpart.  Grain

is a great tool for finishing a lamb, but in my

experience its never the best way to raise a

lamb.  Being a ruminant its important for young

lambs to forage so that when their gut bacteria  is

changing from milk to grass compatible the rough

fodder scratches the lining on the gut, stimulating

new bacteria to grow so that they can properly

digest their newly discovered food source. 

 With any luck we will get an early autumn break

to ensure green feed for the ewes to lamb onto in

June/July when they are due.  
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Dougie theKelpie

Bill is breaking in a new sheep dog pup at the

moment. His name is Doug - in keeping with our

family tradition of naming the animal after the

person who gave them to you.  He is young and

strong and incredibly big. Stay tuned to future

issues of Off The Hook to see how he

progresses. 

As I sign off on this newsletter the storm clouds

are gathering, so fingers crossed that the rains

come as predicted.  

Jim's Joke
What do you get if you cross an angry 

sheep and a moody cow? 

An animal that is in a baaaad mooood 

Credits: photography by Fiona Williamson-Aveyard


